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Executive Summary
This project, known as Recap, is a PCA (patient controlled analgesic) device
designed to go home with patients after leaving a hospital and dispense opioidbased pain medication. Its purpose is to help users manage their pain mindfully
while reducing any anxiety the user might have about taking such strong
medication. Meanwhile, the device collects data and can provide it to caregivers
in the future to better inform prescribing practices and avoid overprescribing
opioids. In collaboration with Seattle Children’s Hospital, we developed a
functional prototype system of this nature.
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The Journey
I had two desires for my capstone, one was the create a medication dispenser
to help with adherence and improve consistent timing—an idea I had been
sitting with for a long time. I had no idea if this would be a remote possibility
considering the requirement all teams have a
sponsor so I resigned myself to take what came
my way. It was quite a surprise when Seattle
Children’s Hospital pitched their idea for an
home-based opioid dispenser. It gave my idea
scope and wheels and I knew I wanted to be part
of that project. My team did too but I’m already
getting ahead of myself.
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Teaming
The second desire I had for capstone was to have a final deliverable,
a final result I was proud of. I had been to three prior HCDE
Open House capstone exhibitions and was underwhelmed by
the speculative and seemingly incomplete capstone projects. A
hardware device might merely have a poster pointing out possible
features of a device that has yet to manifest. I’m sure these are not
the faults of the students but perhaps a lack of planning or a team’s
ability to make a full-fledged product. I wanted to build a multidisciplinary team of really motivated people too. Sparing details, I
searched for a designer, a developer, and a researcher.
Every one of these individuals was excited to work in health-related
spaces, making them a perfect fit for the team.

Ostin Kurniawan and his father enjoy
hacking around with IoT devices and
Ostin has real development chops.

Mackenna Lees is a greatly talented
designer, driven, hardworker, and a
good friend.

Jill Aneri Shah worked for Microsoft in
human factors research and is far better
with people than I am.
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A Dream (Stated Deliverable)
At the start of our process we defined our end goal:
“The intended final deliverable will be an easy-to-use, secure, and robust selfmedication device. This device should incorporate the ability to gently bring
users toward less-frequent dosages and provide caregivers with usage and userreported pain data.“
This goal guided our entire timeline and motivation. We all wanted a final
design worthy of unveiling at the open house and something concrete our
sponsors could use to guide further research and testing.
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Our sponsors were a joy to work with. They were knowledgeable and
encouraging, constantly bringing insight on the subject matter and acting
as gentle guides as we improved our concept and device. Two of our
sponsors were third year anaesthesiologists in residency and were deeply
familiar with the current state of pain management both inside and out of
the hospital. Right from the beginning, they were clear this was not about
us designing their idea. They said they were “entrenched in the system” and
thus have a biased mentality and thus wanted our creativity and ideas. They
also helped us understand that the issue of solving the opioid crisis isn’t as
simple as cutting off overprescribing. Doctors don’t yet know how much to
prescribe, something we tried to solve for in our concept.

Working with the Dream
Team
After we formed our team, we had to do a little bit of team bonding and
photos but then it was off to the races. In addition to being supremely
talented, this team had each other’s backs through tough, emotional times
and illnesses.
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Research

Literature & Competition
Our sponsors provided us with a myriad of prior research articles. We
split up the articles, read, discussed, and summarized them to distill their
information and ensure we had a common understanding of what we
knew (and did not know) about the current state of PCA devices, pain
management, and opioids. These works, combined with a competitive
analysis of other products on the market gave us a view of many of the
current solutions and options for pain management and prescription
adherence tracking.
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The best part about our sponsors was their deep understanding of the
subject matter. They were extremely receptive to our ideas regarding
design and technology and more than happy to not only answer our
questions regarding what could reasonably be accommodated in this
device but also provide us with dozens of research articles to back up our
collective understanding of the problem space. As a result, every aspect
of our final products visual design, user flow, and dispensing mechanism
has its roots in the research and understanding our sponsors at Seattle
Children’s Hospital.
From our research, we learned about the many needs of people
recovering from painful operations, accidents, and more. We also learned
about many devices on the market and saw what could help us in our
approach and features or qualities we wanted to steer clear from, like
personification mentioned shortly. This milestone concluded in our initial
list of design requirements that guided the rest of our work.
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Interviews
Everyone on the team interviewed at least one person who had
experience with opioids. We were all familiar with this research technique
and have conducted semi-structured interviews in the past. This
particular interview dealt with a very sensitive topic so we were careful
to construct questions and conduct ourselves during the interviews in
a way sensitive to that. Other team members interviewed people who
were middle aged or elderly and some with professional experience in
healthcare. My interview was conducted in person with someone who
was roughly my age. They were prescribed opioids for an injury and took
them as instructed. It was interesting to learn this person’s story though,
because one of their parents had a history of abusing opioids. This was
an important consideration when we considered the security of our device
and how we might notify our users of previous usage. Learning to talk
openly and sensitively about a topic like opioids helped me grow as an
interviewer and gave me some confidence on conducting interviews on
sensitive topics.
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The user flow was one of the most defining parts of our project. It served
as a guide for software development, usability testing, and prototyping.
This document helped the team come to a consensus on not only the
functionality of the product but also begin working with the phrasing and
voice of the user interface.
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This phrasing was particularly important considering the subject matter.
It would not be appropriate to perhaps urge people towards taking
more medication if they do not feel they ought to. It also might not be
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appropriate to use discouraging or patronizing language such
as, “if you need to” or “try to push through”. Although at a first
glance, these phrases might seem encouraging, we wanted to
steer clear of guiding users towards and outcome we choose
and rather work with them to achieve their pain recovery.
The device is not a coach but more of an understanding
friend. Also, we steered away from giving the device too much
personality. Although that might be desirable for some users,
it’s important the device fade away into the background and
act in a simple, consistent manner so users know what to
expect.
Our user flow changed through our milestones and as we met
with our mentors but the core motivation and ideas stayed the
same. Overall, the flow grew more simple as we steered away
from a recommendation algorithm at our sponsor’s behest.
Since the user flow was a core document, there were times
when sponsors pushing back on choices led to contention
between us, however, I would try to quickly update the user
flow document to show how easily we could adapt to a moving
target. Having the user flow as a sort of living document kept
the team together and on track in the midst of changes.
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Prototyping
The hardest part of the endeavor was deciding how to dispense
medication. It is a simple premise but we wanted a solution that would
fit a wide variety of pull sizes, be mechanically simple and not subject
to jamming, easy to reload, and easier to retrieve a dispensed pill,
especially for users with low dexterity. Although everyone on the team is
an engineer, none of us were mechanical engineers. Building dispenser
mechanics that held these qualities thus seemed a bit of a stretch.
We started with a wheel, internally dubbed “RxWheel”, to hold the
medication. The wheel was sized to fit pulls up through 24 mm in length
which our research showed covered the spectrum of opioids. This
prototyping and some early form factor sketches and prototypes made
form cardboard and foam formed the basis of our final prototype.

A video showing our final “RxWheel” pill
dispenser that we use inside of Recap can
be found here:
files.scottshar.es/portfolio/RxWheel.mp4.
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Usability Testing
Our usability testing covered participants from 20 to 75 and included
people who had experience with prescription opioids and people who
had none. We mocked up the UI, then intended to be implemented
with physical buttons and a very cheap text-based character display.
When presented with two scenarios that put the users through different
usage scenarios, we learned users needed better error recovery as they
might choose an option to see what options the device might offer and
then decide to return and select a different option. We also saw that
participants often tried to use buttons that were not intended to function
on a particular screen or state of the device. This led us to later decide to
go with a touch-based interface
so we could only show the most
relevant controls to users.
We also showed our form factor
prototype to participants to
gather their feedback and
learned they wanted a more
friendly design that would look
at home in their homes.
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I often find myself in projects doing the thing I am most comfortable with.
Designing and developing the website, doing branding, photography or
videography, final print layouts. This project, rather than focusing on my
greater strengths, pushed me farther than I thought it would in places I
am less confident—notably, Parametric CAD design. When managing the
final milestone, I assigned Ostin to finish all the Arduino code, Mackenna
Lees on design, branding, and poster, and Jill Aneri to dispensing
methods. Jill Aneri and I worked together on a variety of dispenser
designs, culminating in the final design featured here.

an array of disassembles prototypes. A graveyard of what was on the
right track but never done. Instead, in the final week, our code worked
without a hitch. Ostin’s hard work on managing integrating a real time
clock, servo movement of the RxWheel, and touch UI came together in a
work session. Still, the case had to fit the components and the Arduino.
We diverged into two design options one design, Jill Aneri’s, focused on
integrating space for adjuvant pain medications. My design, meanwhile,
focused on neatly encompassing our Arduino’s screen and an easilyaccessible pill dispensation area in a product-ready body.

Making sure our designs fit together
required us to work closely together.
Thankfully, Autodesk Fusion 360
has great collaboration features
that kept all of our versions and
designs up to date. This allowed us
to quickly check our dimensions and
tolerances for a given part to make
sure the dispenser and housing
designs fit together. Our prototypes
easily required hundreds of hours of
machine time for 3D printing.
Although reaching our goal of a
finalized, fleshed-out prototype was
planned for from the beginning,
seeing it come together was an
elusive, uphill climb. At times in the
final weeks before our Capstone
Open House it seemed we might
be showing a poster with merely
11 — Scott Smith
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The Goal
Our final product is stunning. We achieved the vision
of a fully-functional prototype our sponsors can use
to further vet, refine, and understand the feasibility
of. A sleek, friendly design is topped with a 3.5 inch
touchscreen that facilitates all user interaction. The
system waits for the user to “check-in” at which point it
requires users to rate their pain and then select whether
they would like the device to dispense an opioid, to
take an over the counter pain relief drug, or to continue
without taking any medication. This is to encourage
user to make mindful decisions but not have the device
making decisions on the user’s behalf. All responses are
recorded in a CSV file stored on an onboard SD card to
provide caregivers in the future a better understanding
of what constitutes effective pain management. The
user is then told to check in at a time two hours later,
encouraging users to constantly return and record their
pain rating. At this point, a short lockout also occurs to
prevent a user from immediately taking a second dose
that could result in an overdose. After approximately
thirty minutes, this restriction is lifted and users may
continue before their set check-in time.
An overview of Recap can be found on YouTube.
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Recap

Although I focused on housing designs in our final weeks of work, I helped
sketch and finalize the poster design that Mackenna worked meticulously
on. Shown below is Jill Aneri and I’s rough sketch and Mackenna’s
transformation.

Mindful pain management, made simple.

PCA Device

Ostin
Kurniawan

Scott
Smith

Jill Aneri
Shah

Mackenna
Lees

Problem
After surgery, patients are often given a generous prescription for
powerful yet addictive opioid-based analgesics (painkillers). Unlike
the experience in a controlled hospital environment, at home,
patients are suddenly faced with the need to regulate their own pain
medication while they recover.
The combination of over-prescription, ineffective self-regulation,
and a lack of awareness of drug return practices has resulted in an
opioid crisis that has claimed more than 42,000 deaths and two
million cases of opioid abuse in 2016 alone.

Design Question
How can we support and improve mindful and data-informed
post-operative pain management to maximize patient comfort
while also deterring the abuse of opioid medication?

Concept
Recap is an easy-to-use self-medication device prescribed to
individuals with an opioid prescription after a surgery. Personalized
for the individual, Recap gently steps patients towards lower or
less-frequent opioid dosages during recovery. The device also
provides caregivers with usage data, and is returned to the
pharmacy once it is no longer needed.

1

Analytics

Pain Rating

Routine

Mindfulness

Features a wireless connection to
store and communicate data to
an online dashboard in realtime. Connectivity can allow for
the device to periodically report
back to the pharmacy.

Uses a modiﬁed Wong-Baker
Pain Scale to contextualize,
assess, and manage the degree
of pain experienced by a patient
post-surgery.

Features a routine check-in
notiﬁcation, which prompts a
user to evaluate their pain at
timed intervals and decide if
they’d like medication.

Instead of recommending exact
doses, Recap provides reminds
users of their last dose and
satisfaction with their pain
management.

Timeline

2

Research
The team conducted extensive research to further understand both
user and stakeholder needs for the product. This research included
reviewing scientiﬁc literature, conducting user interviews, and
analyzing potential market competitors.

Prototyping
The design phase began by prototyping early concepts for the
interface, internal mechanisms, and overall form factor. These
initial visions for the device helped to prepare designs for
rigorous iteration and user testing.

3
4

Iteration
The team developed physical proof of concept for the device form
factor, dispensing engineering, and digital interface. With these early
prototypes, usability tests were performed with ten participants of a
wide range of ages (20–75) and backgrounds, advising changes for the
next phase.

Implementation
The ﬁnal prototype is a fully-functional device that dispenses pills as
requested and tracks pain level inputs by users via LCD touch screen.
This milestone features a system report laying out the functionality and
design intent at the core of the device to aid in future work.
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System Map
In order to communicate and overview how Recap
could fit into a user’s life and how pharmacies
and physicians interact with the system we
envision, I created a very simple system map that
touches briefly on the relationships each of these
stakeholders have with each other and Recap.
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Final Reflection
The only hitch in the plan that comes to mind was how we frequently
pivoted directions with our users flow, sometimes reverting to previous
iterations, when we met with our sponsors. With three sponsors there
were times when determining what they wanted from us was, at best,
unclear or whether one person’s disagreement was more important than
another’s agreement.
We initially planned two milestones for prototyping, separated by a
milestone for usability testing. While we followed this order and stuck
to our timeline, we continued to iterate through the usability testing
milestone as well. In retrospect, planning for continuous iteration from
even the first milestone would have possibly led to a more consistent
workflow, punctuated by the steering of our sponsors, creation of
milestone documents, and set items like usability testing, user flow
creation, and so forth. Essentially, rather than plan the work, plan only our
deliverables or at least enter with an understanding that prototyping will
happen iteratively and consistently throughout the course of the capstone
project.
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